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Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is one of the main technologies for the next generation wireless networking because of the 
positive impact it poses over other wireless networks having undergone rapid progress, which has inspired many applications. 
However, providing quality of service (QoS) assurance to MANET is hard because of the unpredictable nature of the wireless 
medium, contention problem amongst the channel, mobility problem and lack of central co-ordinator. Admission control is 
therefore seen as one of the methods for providing QoS. Admission control aim at estimating the network resource states and 
decides whether to admit a session without assuring more resources bandwidth space than what is available, to avoid the 
violation of any rules that has been previously made. Some recent solution considered the MAC layer back-off impact due to 
collision as well as the non-synchronization between the sender and receiver when estimating the available bandwidth. None 
of the previous work proposed a technique that sends a HELLO packet to its one-hop neighbours which further aggregates to 
the rest of the nodes to retrieve the available bandwidth on a carrier sensing region, in order to limit the impact of additional 
overhead of the carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Also, none of the existing solution has 
properly addressed the channel idle time dependency between the sending node and the receiving node by differentiating the 
BUSY state from the SENSE BUSY states and the IDLE state caused by an empty queue. This paper, therefore reviews the 
bandwidth estimation techniques for admission control for MANET. The bandwidth estimation techniques for admission 
control have been categorized into two, active and passive estimation. An outline of each technique has been discussed as well 
as the proposed conceptual framework. The contribution as identified in this research work is the proposal of conceptual 
framework that adapts the following into the bandwidth estimation for admission control in MANET: (i) HELLO packet 
advertisement to one hop which further aggregates to retrieve the available bandwidth on the carrier sensing region, (ii) 
Considering the channel idle time measurement by differentiating the channel busy state from channel sensing state and 
regarding an empty queue as an idle state. Future research directions are also outlined. 
Keywords: Admission Control, Bandwidth, QoS, MANET. 
1 Introduction 
Over the past 15 years, the attention given to mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) has significantly increased. 
MANET have been developed to provide flexible and spontaneous communication in locations where there are 
limited or lack of centralized infrastructure. Internet access can be provided by a gateway node, but MANET users 
collaborates by sharing contents and messages amongst themselves. Application areas of MANETs are 
battlefields, temporary gathering i.e. conferences, virtual classrooms and construction network site [1]. 
Developing country, in which people live in areas where there is less infrastructure can extremely gain from 
MANET technology. As a matter of fact, the project of “One Laptop Per Child” is bringing about the highest real-
world MANET like networks till date [1]. Recently designed laptops and personal digital assistants (PDA) has 
802.11- compliance air interface embedded in it with the intention of operating them in an ad-hoc mode, therefore, 
802.11 wireless is a major enabling technology of MANET. QoS provision to MANET users possess concern to 
the service provider as well as the service user. Tasks, especially real-time applications, require QoS to enhance 
its communication (i.e. multimedia data). Nodes must therefore cooperate with one another to guarantee effective 
QoS. The cooperation must include the endpoint flow policing as well as admission control implementation along 
the route, to prevent network violation of initially made policy. The aim of deployed QoS support is to provide 
guaranteed application support in term of delay, jitter, throughput, bandwidth, etc. To ensure this, the MAC layer 
takes the responsibility of allocating resources at different nodes, while the network layer considers resources 
along the entire communication route. The wireless network support for QoS when compared with its wired 
counterpart is not trivial, due to its lack of infrastructure and sharing of resources and medium [3] [4]. A 
mechanism that provides QoS assurance is known as admission control. Admission controls aim is to decide on 
what kind of data application that can be admitted into the network without having to promise more resources of 
unavailable spaces in order not to violate any previously made guarantees [5]. Admission control can control the 
allocations and usage of network resources for several applications that requires additional services. Admission 
Control is therefore seen as a component that needs to allow resources such as bandwidth to be used only when it 
is available [6].  
Some recent solution considered the MAC layer back-off impact due to collision as well as the non-synchronization of the 
sending and receiving node during the available bandwidth estimation process. None of the previous work proposed a 
technique that sends a HELLO packet to its one-hop neighbours which further aggregates to the rest of the nodes to retrieve 
the available bandwidth on a carrier sensing region, in order to limit the impact of additional overhead of the carrier sensing 
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Also, none of the existing solution has properly addressed the channel 
idle time dependency between the sending and the receiving node by differentiating the BUSY state from the SENSE BUSY 
states and the IDLE state caused by an empty queue  
This paper reviews the common bandwidth estimation technique for admission control in MANET and it 
categorizes such estimation into active and passive bandwidth estimation technique. Furthermore, this paper 
discusses the active and the passive protocol sub-division highlights the protocol pertaining to each of the 
techniques that were found in the literature. Thereafter, a table summarizing the bandwidth estimation technique 
for admission control in MANET with their innovations were clearly outlined. 
This paper reviews publications that exist in literature up until 2018 from ACM digital Library, IEEE Xplore, 
Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, Springer, and the, using keywords such as “Admission control in MANET, 
“Bandwidth estimation for admission control” “QoS in MANET” and “Admission control survey”. Some survey 
works have been conducted in regard to this topic, however, to the best of our knowledge, no extensive survey 
exist as regards bandwidth estimation technique for admission control in MANET. 
The contribution as identified in this research work is the proposal of conceptual framework that adapts the following into the 
bandwidth estimation for admission control in MANET: (i) HELLO packet advertisement to one hop which further aggregates 
to retrieve the available bandwidth on the carrier sensing region, (ii) Considering the channel idle time measurement by 
differentiating the channel busy state from channel sensing state and regarding an empty queue as an idle state. 
This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 discusses the bandwidth estimation for admission control. Section 
2.1 describes the active bandwidth estimation techniques and their sub-divisions while protocols under the active 
bandwidth estimation technique was also outlined in this chapter. Section 2.2 describes the passive bandwidth 
estimation techniques as well as its sub-divisions together with its protocol. Section 3 presents a general discussion 
while in section 4 the paper was concluded. 
2 Bandwidth Estimation for Admission Control  
There have been several approaches proposed in the literature for available bandwidth estimation with admission 
control implementation. Author [7] [8] classified the bandwidth estimation techniques into passive (i.e. non-
intrusive) estimation and active (i.e. intrusive) probing.  In [9] [10], bandwidth estimation techniques were 
categorized into active probing, mathematical model based, and calculation based passive estimation. The author 
in [11] had a different approach by classifying it into self-congestion and model-based approach, while [12] 
classified the bandwidth estimation technique into algorithm intended for a precise network usually with QoS 
guarantee, algorithm that uses probe packet with pre-determined spacing, and algorithms focusing on video 
streaming where a client-server assumption is made. Researchers have differently classified bandwidth estimation 
techniques; however, they perform the same role notwithstanding their different nomenclatures. We therefore 
argue that classification of bandwidth estimation into active technique and passive technique as categorized by 
[7] and [8] will simplify the readers understanding of the bandwidth estimation process for admission control. 
2.1 Active Bandwidth Estimation Technique 
In active bandwidth estimation, a dummy packet known as probe packet is transmitted along the network path at 
different data transmission rates. The available bandwidth estimation along a path is therefore carried out by 
estimating the different time of arrival [13]. The above technique adds probing traffic and can possibly degrade 
the existing flow performance [14]. The main objective of the active technique is to observe the network 
characteristics by introducing the probe packet.  
Most of the previous work classified the active available bandwidth estimation for admission control into single 
packet/one packet and packet pair [3], while other classifications of active technique are different but with the 
same role. In [15] the active available bandwidth estimation technique is classified into isolated probing, direct 
probing, and iterative probing. The author in [16] classified it into direct probing and iterative probing technique. 
In [17], the active available bandwidth estimation was classified into direct probing, iterative probing, and mixed 
techniques, while [18] classified it into packet dispersion measurement (PDM), probe gap model (PGM) and probe 
rate model (PRM). In [19] the active technique was classified into variable packet size (VPS) probing, packet 
pair/train dispersion model (PPTD), self-loading periodic streams (SLoPS) and train of packet pairs (TOPP).  
It was observed in [15] that isolated probing and probe delay model are the same as single-packet probing 
technique. In [20] the author regards PRM and iterative to be a self-loading technique. Also, [20] regards PGM 
and direct probing to be a packet-pair dispersion technique. 
We therefore argue that classification of active bandwidth estimation into single packet/one packet and packet 
pair as categorized by [3] will simplify the readers understanding of the active bandwidth estimation process. A 
diagram showing the subdivision of active protocol is shown figure 1below:  
 
Figure1: Active bandwidth estimation 
Single Packet Active Technique: In this active technique, one probe packet at a predefined time interval is 
injected into the network in to measure the delay. Link capacity is measured rather than end-to-end path capacity 
by making use of the interval time difference between the round-trip time in the probe packet from one end of the 
link to the other [21]. The packet transmission time t=(P/b) +l, where P=packet size, b=link bandwidth, and l is 
the fixed latency. If the round-trip time and the probe packet size is known the bandwidth can be estimated for a 
giving fixed latency of a link. Tools that exist under single packet active probing are as follows; clink [22], 
pathchar [23], tailgating [24], and pchar [25]. The only protocol implemented for the estimation of bandwidth 
using single probe packet is variable packet size probing [26]. 
In [26], Variable packet size probing was proposed. The capacity measurement along the end path is carried out 
by this protocol, and it makes use of the round-trip time from the sending node through to each hop along the path 
with respect to the probe packet sizes. In variable packet size probing, a probe packet frame is transmitted from a 
source node to the network layer along the path of each hop in a continuous way at a predefined interval. The 
time-to-live (TTL) field of the IP header in the probe packet forcefully terminate the probe packet when it gets to 
certain target hop. Internet control message (ICMP) time exceeded error message is sent back to the sending node 
from each of the hop lies around that path.  
Packet Pair Active Technique: In this active technique, two probe packets known as packet pair are transmitted 
back-to back towards the target link, and this generates an echo back to the sending node. The space as seen in 
figure 2 between packet P1 and P2 is always based on the bottleneck link which is kept by a bandwidth link with 
higher value [27]. A packet within the packet pair that arrives at the target node have a specific time space between 
each packet which is specified by ∆in. Having interacted with the traffics from cross layer coming from various 
sources, packets exit the output queue with changed time separation which is stored as ∆out. The packet-pair 
active probing technique can therefore be further classified into: self-loading packet-pair active probing, packet 
pair/train dispersion active probing, reactive packet-pair active probing, and hybrid packet-pair active probing.  
 
Figure 2: Effect of packet probing at nodes having time separation 
Self-loading packet-pair active probing: In this packet pair active probing technique, trains of probe packets are 
iteratively transmitted into the network channel at different data rate. When compared with a non-iterative packet 
pair active probing, more probing bits are required which yields a more accurate estimation. The probing bit 
requirement results in severe intrusiveness and long measurement time. If the rate of sending the probe packet is 
faster than the available bandwidth, the probe packet will queue, this therefore lead to an increase in the end-to-
end delay [28]. The available bandwidth estimation is therefore measured using the variation of delay encountered 
at the receiver’s node. Protocols that falls within the self-loading packet-pair in literature is as follows: MinProbe 
[14], self-loading decreasing rate train (SLDRT) [30], probabilistic available bandwidth (PAB) [31], Self-loading 
periodic stream (SLoP) [16], Train of packet pair (TOPP) [19], Packet train pair (PTP) [28] [29], etc. 
MinProbe was proposed by [14]. This protocol is an active protocol that measures the available bandwidth of a 
node with high fidelity, minimal cost and in user space. 
In [30], Self-loading decreasing rate train (SLDRT) was proposed. The available bandwidth estimation 
measurement is carried out by making use of a single diminishing rate packet train under a cross-traffic. This was 
achieved by sending a single decreasing packet train rate with probe packet. These packets therefore stores at the 
tight link causing the one-way delay of successive packets at the receiver which shows an increase in trend. With 
the packet-train rate decreasing, the tight link congestion is gradually eliminated, and the one-way delay will show 
a decrease in trend. Eventually, the one-way delay remains approximately stable when the probe packet trains 
input rate is the same as the available bandwidth. SLDRT protocol deduces the available bandwidth by making 
use of the whole probe packet trains rather than considering the rate of individual packet. By doing this, the bias 
measurement due to busty traffic can be effectively eradicated. 
The authors of [31] proposed probabilistic available bandwidth (PAB). This protocol estimates the probabilistic 
available bandwidth of multiple path in a network. This was achieved by determining the highest input rate for 
which a traffic flow can send to achieve an output rate that is nearly equivalent to the input rate with specific 
probability. In PAB three different tasks are executed: firstly, it probes a path and present a measured outcome. 
Secondly computes the marginal posterior of the probabilistic available bandwidth path from measurement 
outcome by running propagation on the factor graph and establish confidence interval for the probabilistic 
available bandwidth, Finally, it identifies measurement (by choosing the path) at each iteration that minimizes the 
network overhead.  
Packet Pair/Train Dispersion active probing: This protocol can also be referred to as direct probing or probe gap 
model. It is a fast and lightweight available bandwidth measurement. In packet pair/train dispersion active probing, 
the cross traffic goes in the middle of the probe packet and transmits them as shown figure 2. The available 
bandwidth estimation is done by mathematically computing the measured sent and received gaps between probe 
packets. The list of the protocols that falls under packet pair/train dispersion active protocol in literature are: two-
way available bandwidth estimation(TWABE) [32], gaps of non-adjacent probe packet (GNAPP) [8], network 
link characteristics using packet pair dispersion (NLCPPD) [33], new enhanced available bandwidth measurement 
technique (NEXT) [34], new enhanced available bandwidth measurement technique extension (NEXT-V2) [35], 
new enhanced available bandwidth measurement technique extension with piggybacking (NEXTV2 with 
piggybacking), WBest [36],  RT-WABEST [37], initial gap increase (IGI) [38] [39], adaptive available bandwidth 
estimation (AABE) [40], etc. 
The authors in [32] proposed a two-way available bandwidth estimation (TWABE). This protocol estimates the 
available bandwidth of the up-link as well as the down-link by using the ICMP and traceroute timestamp concept. 
In this protocol, the ICMP implements the traceroute which is used in calculating the path length from the sender 
to the receiver. When it gets to the ith round (I = 1, 2, ……., H), an NICMP probe packet with TTL= i is forwarded 
by the sender to the receiver.  
In [8], gaps of non-adjacent probe packet (GNAPP) was proposed. This protocol bidirectionally measures the 
available bandwidth in a similar way with TWABE. It evaluates the available bandwidth of both the uplink and 
the down-link tight link path. The application area of most probing techniques does not focus on multimedia 
network streaming they only perform the evaluation of a paths available bandwidth along a specific direction, like 
from the source to the destination. GNAPP makes use of traceroute and modified ping program which uses an 
ICMP timestamp.  
Authors in [33] proposed network link characteristics using packet pair dispersion (NLCPPD). This protocol 
analyses dispersion of packet based probing technique within a unicast and multicast tree and develops a 
theoretical model of discreate time queue by considering the characteristics of the link. The method used in 
NLCPPD allows packet pair probes with a given space in between them to be inserted at the source node. The 
probe packet allows a discrete time queue on one path or on the multicast tree. For a single queue with a specific 
space in between the input probes, the conditional distribution separation between the queue output probes in 
terms of the arrival process distribution is derived.  
New enhanced available bandwidth measurement technique (NEXT) was proposed by [34]. NEXT is a probing 
technique with a rate adjustment algorithm used in estimating end-to-end available bandwidth on a network part. 
Its concept is based on self-inducing congestion and a probe train structure that allows a packet to be frequently 
sampled on a given region than another region. The highest sample region allows the algorithm to find a more 
accurate turning point. Whenever the dynamic available bandwidth is outside the highest sampled region, the 
lower and upper packet stream rate is readjusted to fit the dynamic available bandwidth into the region. The spread 
factor is used in adjusting the range between the lower and the upper rate to keep the packet number less, and the 
available bandwidth is measured intrusively.  
The authors of [35] proposed a new enhanced available bandwidth measurement technique extension (NEXT-V2) 
which is an active protocol. This protocol was said to be an extended version of NEXT, that effectively measures 
the end-to-end available bandwidth within a fixed wireless channel. The structure of this protocol is more like a 
packet train with an optimal rate adjustment and a modification of excursion detection algorithm which is used to 
distinguish the available bandwidth with higher accuracy, less overhead and less convergence time. 
New enhanced available bandwidth measurement technique extension with piggybacking (NEXTV2 with 
piggybacking) was proposed by [34]. In this protocol, estimation is based on a proxy technique that sends data 
application by piggybacking inside the probing packets resulting in less overhead. 
Authors in [36] proposed a wireless bandwidth estimation tool (WBest). This protocol has a two-stage algorithm, 
namely; packet pair technique that measures the capacity of a link where the last hop is the wireless LAN (WLAN) 
and a packet train technique that measures the throughput achieved in order to know the available bandwidth. The 
parameters of WBest are optimised with trade-off of accuracy, convergence time and intrusiveness. WBest avoids 
using a search algorithm for the detection of the available bandwidth, therefore it statistically detects the available 
link fraction to limit the delay impact of wireless channel random error.  
Round-trip wireless available bandwidth estimation tool (RT-WABest) was proposed in [37]. It was designed 
based on round trip time measurement with two stage algorithms. The first stage uses packet pair dispersion 
method for the estimating path capacity while the second stage transmits a packet train within the network to infer 
available bandwidth. 
Reactive packet-pair active probing (RPPAP): This is another available bandwidth estimation technique. In this 
technique, for a reactive bandwidth measurement to be activated, a probe packet is transmitted by a sending node 
to the receiving node. If the sender does not get the acknowledged probe packet before the time out period, the 
source node resends the probe packet. Once the receiving node receives the probe packets that has been sent by 
the sender node, it acknowledges it by periodically transmitting lots of back to back probe packet on all the 
available paths to the source node. The packet thereafter travels along the path from the sending node to the 
receiving node and produces spaces in between them. The following are the protocols that are identified to exist 
under RPPAP which will be discussed in this study: Multi-Rate available BE in Real-Time (MR-BART) [41], 
minimal backlogging techniques (MiBT) [42], distributed admission control for MANET environments 
(DACME) [43], reactive bandwidth measurement in 802.11 networks (RBM) [44], bandwidth available in real-
time (BART) [45] [46], etc. 
The authors in [42] proposed minimal backlogging technique (MiBT). The available bandwidth estimation is 
carried out by making use of statistics of the probing traffic service rate. MiBT avoids using probe gap model and 
probe rate model. The probing traffic service rate statistics is a constant available bandwidth estimation process 
for a G/G/1 queuing system under a minimal backlogging condition which supports MiBT on a theoretical basis. 
For MiBT to be emulated in an actual multi-hop network, the minimal backlogging condition or probing rate 
closer to the available bandwidth based on the length of the busy period is detected. In order to ensure a minimal 
backlogging condition is maintained, the probe rate adaptively changes.  
In [47] PATHCOS++ was proposed. With PATHCOS++ the available bandwidth of a channels end-to-end path 
is estimated by sending a train of time stamp probe packet from a sending node to a receiving node and integrating 
the advantages of probe rate model and probe gap model-based techniques. It consists of congestion mechanism 
gaps that is induced for available bandwidth estimation. Changes in one-way delay of the probe packet is observed 
by the receiver and analysis are conducted based on the mechanism.  
For any wireless ad-hoc network the active measurement technique is not ideal based on the following [48]: 
▪ In an active estimation technique, probe packet is used for measurement of the available bandwidth 
between the source and the destination node. If the source and destination node number is high, there 
will be many probe packets sent within the network end to end pair, therefore requiring a higher amount 
of bandwidth [48]. 
▪ Because of the changing nature of wireless channel, the network topology is unstable when compared to 
wired link topology. Therefore, the active bandwidth estimation will have to perform its estimation at a 
higher frequency, resulting in additional usage of bandwidth [48]. 
▪ The active bandwidth estimation introduces extra overhead, affect the accuracy, and degrades the 
network performance of the bandwidth estimation. Therefore, the active bandwidth estimation approach 
is not the best choice for measurement in wireless networks [49]. 
2.2. Passive Bandwidth Estimation Technique 
In [50], passive estimation is referred to as a calculation-based technique. Passive bandwidth estimation technique 
does not inject any probe packet into the network when estimating the required available bandwidth. Dispersion 
and delay are monitored for the acknowledgement and flow of data without using any probe packet. This form of 
estimation works with earlier generated information traces collected. The local information on bandwidth utilized 
is used for calculating the available bandwidth and it is exchanged using the local broadcast. Passive bandwidth 
estimation can be divided into two, namely; generic passive technique (GPT) and proactive passive technique 
(PPT). A diagram showing the subdivision of passive protocol is shown in figure 3 below:  
 
 
Figure3: Passive Technique 
Generic passive technique (GPT): This protocol requires a probability distribution function (PDF) of a TCP 
flow packets interarrival time [7]. The PDF shows the behaviour of spike, spike bump, spike train and train of 
spike bumps. The characteristics of GPT is described as a bottleneck having no cross-traffic. The types of GPT 
protocol are; estimation of available bandwidth ratio of a remote link or path segments (EABRRL) [51], TCP 
Vegas (TCPV) [52], and TCP Westwood (TCPW) [53].  
In [51], Estimation of available bandwidth ratio of a remote link or path segments (EABRRL) was proposed. This 
protocol performs an estimate of the available bandwidth ratio along the remote path or link even though it is not 
deployed at the remote node. EABRRL measures the delay of a segment path remotely by monitoring the node. 
Here, two ICMP timestamp streams of packets are sent to the end-to-end node of a target link in accordance with 
Poisson process. The one-way delay is measured by computing the difference between the packet sending time 
and the value of timestamp received from remote nodes. It also extracts the queuing delay component from the 
delay measured and estimates the available bandwidth product ratio of a given path on a link. The available 
bandwidth is thereafter inferred from the ratio of the available bandwidth products.  
Proactive passive technique (PPT): Proactive passive technic is non-intrusive because there is no frequent 
exchange of HELLO packet. This protocol only considers the MAC overhead during the available bandwidth 
estimation. The available bandwidth helps in network selection in an heterogenous network. Parts of the protocols 
that comes under PPT are: available BE (ABE) [54], improved available bandwidth (IAB) [50], cognitive passive 
estimation of available bandwidth (cPEAB) [10], accurate passive bandwidth estimation (APBE) [9] distributed 
available BE (DABE) [55] [56], QoS enabled routing in MANETs (QoS- AODV) [57], contention-aware 
admission control protocol CACP [58], adaptive admission control (AAC) [59]. 
 The authors in [54] proposed an available bandwidth-based flow admission control (ABE) algorithm for wireless 
network. Estimation of the available bandwidth is done by using the wireless channel sensing mechanism, where 
consideration is given to both virtual and physical carrier sensing, and the various wireless CSMA/CA MAC layer 
interframe spacing. They argued that when the channel activities are measured by taking into consideration the 
amount of time spent in the physical and virtual carrier sensing with different interframe space, this will result in 
over-estimating the available bandwidth. This occurs as a result of the non-synchronization between the source 
node and the destination node within an ad-hoc network.  
Authors in [50] proposed an improved available bandwidth (IAB). The improved available bandwidth estimation 
measures the available bandwidth of a giving link for QoS support in wireless ad-hoc network. It considers 
synchronization between the source and the destination node by distinguishing the busy rate caused by the 
transmitting and receiving nodes from those caused by the sensing nodes. It also improved the accuracy of 
estimating the overlapping probability of the idle channel time of two adjacent nodes. For a node to be termed 
BUSY, it must be in either a receiving state or transmission state. A node is termed SENSE BUSY when it is in a 
sensing state. If the node is not in any of these states, it means the node is IDLE. The drawback of this technique 
is similar to those mentioned in [50]. 
Cognitive passive estimation of available bandwidth (cPEAB) was proposed by [10]. This protocol estimates the 
available bandwidth of a network in an overlapped WiFi WLANs environment. It considered the additional 
overhead due to by acknowledgement packet, which was ignored in AAC and ABE. Furthermore, it performs the 
estimation of available bandwidth by measuring the value of waiting and back off delay, packet collision 
probability, acknowledgment delay, and channel idle time. cPEAB also considers the hidden and exposed node to 
have a more accurate available bandwidth measurement. The disadvantage of this measuring technique is that the 
intra-flow contention count calculation may not provide a right contention count all the time. Also, the dependency 
of the channel idle time ratio only differentiates between the busy and sense busy and did not consider an empty 
queue to be an idle channel time period. Additional retransmission and contention window overheads were also 
not considered. Lastly, to retrieve the available bandwidth on a carrier sensing, HELLO packet is broadcasted to 
two hop neighbour which tends to flood the network to increase the network overhead. 
Author in [9] proposed an accurate passive bandwidth estimation (APBE). In APBE, the available bandwidth is 
estimated by considering request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) overhead. It measures correctly the value 
of DIFS and back-off, the packet collision probability, the acknowledgment delay and the channel idle time.  It is 
calculated as:  
R/Cohd = ((RTS + CTS) + (2 X SIFS))/T. 
To estimate the available bandwidth,  
ABW= (1-K) X (1-R/C) X (1-ACK) X (1-Pc) X (Ti/T) X C  
The author in [44] improved on the work proposed by [54] by adding to its algorithm, a retransmission mechanism 
and back-off overhead. The weakness of this technique is that the contention window overhead was ignored with 
higher data traffic load in the network. Also, the mathematical model assumption specified may not concur with 
the actual network. 
Authors in [48] proposed a proactive bandwidth estimation (PABE) for wireless based network. PABE is a 
measurement-based available bandwidth estimation method and flow control admission control technique. Rather 
than of making use of models to predict the collision and back-off, empirical gathering data was adopted for 
predicting any additional back-off overhead. Besides, it used the value of the expected future data traffic load to 
predict additional overhead instead of using the value of the current data traffic. The drawback of this algorithm 
is that, if there is an increase in data traffic load within a network, additional retransmission and contention 
window overheads are not considered. Also, the intra-flow and inter-flow contention count are not calculated 
appropriately. Lastly, to retrieve the available bandwidth on a carrier sensing, HELLO packet is broadcasted to 
two hop neighbour which tends to flood the network, therefore increasing the network overhead. 
In [50], passive available bandwidth estimation (PABE) was proposed. In this protocol, the effectiveness of the 
link capacity is considered by analysing the random factor in transmission such as back-off time and the frames 
retransmission. For the channel idle time ratio to be estimated, a new and low threshold is introduced. 
Authors in [3] proposed distributed LaGrange interpolation based available bandwidth estimation (DLI-ABE). In 
this protocol, the channel idle time synchronisation uses the actual channel utilization and collision rate. Also, the 
collision probability model makes use of a separate Lagrange interpolation polynomial at each node depending 
on the behaviour of node. 
Available bandwidth estimation method for wireless ad-hoc network with concurrent transmissions (ABCT) was 
proposed by [60]. This protocol focused on estimating available bandwidth of a medium using the control-gap 
based concurrent transmission. 
Measured based bandwidth estimation technique and flow admission control (BandEst) was proposed by [61. This 
protocol proactively considers the whole wireless 802.15.4’s unslotted CSMA-CA MAC layer overheads and 
considers the future load. It also considers the estimation of intra-flow contention and estimates contention on 
non-relaying nodes. Additional MAC layer overhead with respect to the increased data traffic load was considered 
along-side an algorithm that that has to do with concurrent admission request in FIFO was implemented. The 
drawback of BandEst is that it has a higher overhead because it broadcast to two-hop. BandEst does not also 
consider the channel idle time dependency. The effect of hidden/exposed collision node on the accuracy of 
bandwidth estimation has also been neglected by this protocol. 
2.3 Discussion 
Bandwidth estimation is a vital admission control component to enhance QoS in MANET. In the preceding 
section, we categorized the bandwidth estimation technique into active technique and passive technique. Different 
nomenclatures have been used for bandwidth estimation categorization by different researchers, however, all those 
classifications perform similar functions. The bandwidth related metrics as identified in the literature are link/path 
capacity and available bandwidth estimation at the node [19]. Most research effort appears to have used the active 
bandwidth estimation technique for estimation of wired link channel while only few attempts were directed 
towards using the active measurement technique for estimating wireless network because of its inaccuracy in 
measurement. Active end-to-end available bandwidth estimation introduces extra overhead, affect the accuracy, 
and degrades the network performance of the bandwidth estimation. Therefore, the active bandwidth estimation 
approach is not the best choice for measurement in wireless networks [49]. Passive techniques, on the other hand, 
uses local information such as loss in packet, delay, and congestion situation to monitor the medium of 
communication. This is done over certain period of time without causing any impact to the existing traffic flow 
[9] [13]. Passive techniques therefore prevent extra usage of bandwidth channel which may cause more overhead 
because it does not send probe packet through the network to get information about the available bandwidth. 
Having reviewed the literature, we identified that the state-of-the-art available bandwidth for admission control 
broadcasts to two hop neighbours in order to retrieve the available bandwidth on a carrier sensing region. This 
tends to create a higher overhead that can possibly be avoided. Also, the channel idle time dependency sensed by 
the sender and receiver has not been properly addressed, as most previous work did not consider it. The related 
works that considered the channel idle time dependency only differentiates the BUSY state from the SENSE BUSY 
states and the IDLE state caused by an empty queue is yet to be addressed.  In this section we present our 
conceptual MANET bandwidth estimation for admission control framework which address how well the available 
bandwidth can be retrieved on the carrier sensing region without flooding the network with broadcast messages. 
To retrieve the available bandwidth on a carrier sensing region, the HELLO message only advertises to the first-
hop range which further aggregates to other hops. This technique adopted to retrieve the available bandwidth 
limits the overhead generated by the network. The channel idle time dependency sensed by the sender and receiver 
has also been addressed by not only differentiating the BUSY state from the SENSE BUSY states but addressing 
the IDLE state that can be caused by an empty queue.  
Table1. Summary of some bandwidth estimation technique for admission control in MANET 
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Accuracy Overhead Innovations 












































































































It makes use of packet 
dispersion model in order not 
to depend on search algorithm 
for available bandwidth 
measurement. It therefore, 
 statistically estimates the 
relative available fraction of 
the effective capacity, 
mitigation estimation delay 
and effect of wireless channel 
error. 
 
Considered various retrieval 
range as well as making use of 
the back-off, waiting time, 
channel idle time, 
measurement period, 
maximum capacity, and 
collision probability during 





































Estimation that considers the 
uplink, downlink, and packet 
loss environment.  
 
 It differentiates the busy state 
of a channel caused by 
transmission from the sense 











































































Provides for self-induced 
congestion mechanism as well 
as packet gaps. 
 
Additional overhead caused 
by acknowledgement frame 
was considered which was not 
considered in ABE and IAB. 
 
Its innovation is similar to 
cPEAB, but it has an addition 









































































It considers the conditional 
distribution of separation 
between the output probe of a 
queue. 
 
Makes use of weighted 
entropy/weighted confidence 
interval on multipath with 
specific rate of probing. 
 
Uses HELLO packet available 
bandwidth from the ratio of 





















































It estimates using inter-packet 
strain and Kalman filters. 
 
Available bandwidth 
measurement was done using 
a stable one-way delay.  
 
It uses a total busy period that 
includes the frame intervals, 
transmission time, and back-
off duration for channels 
within the monitoring period 
in a distributed manner. 













































It is used in both the uplink 
and downlink and has a novel 
two stage filtering algorithm 
for improving the precision of 
the measurement. 
 
Queuing delay are computed 












































Measures the available 
bandwidth with high fidelity, 
lower cost and in user space. 
 
 
The effectiveness of the link 
capacity is considered by 
analysing the random factor in 
transmission such as back-off 
time and the frames 
retransmission. For the 
channel idle time ratio to be 
estimated, a new lower 
threshold is introduced. 

















































































































It focused on estimating the 
availability of a medium using 
the control-gap based 
concurrent transmission. 
 
The channel idle time 
synchronisation uses the 
actual channel utilization and 
collision rate. Also, the 
collision probability model 
uses a separate Lagrange 
interpolation polynomial at 
each node depending on the 
behaviour of node. 
 
Proactively considers the 
whole wireless 802.15.4’s 
unslotted CSMA-CA MAC 
layer overhead as well as the 
future load. Estimation of 
intra-flow contention is 



























































It has an optimal rate 
adjustment and a modified 
excursion detection algorithm 
is used to distinguish the 
available bandwidth with 
higher accuracy, lower 
overhead and less 
convergence time. 
 
Estimation is based on a proxy 
method that conveys 
application data by 
piggybacking inside the 




✓   ✓  ✓   Medium Low It was designed based on 
round trip time measurement 
with two stage algorithms. The 
first stage employs packet pair 
dispersion method to measure 
the path capacity and the 
second stage sends a packet 
train to detect the available 
bandwidth. 
 
3 Proposed Conceptual MANET Bandwidth Estimation for Admission Control 
Framework 
3.1 Carrier Sensing Mechanism: Estimating a Nodes Emission Capability 
The Distributed Co-ordination Function (DCF) makes use of carrier sensing multiple access with collision 
avoidance (CSMA/CA) and the CSMA/CA uses physical carrier sensing and optionally uses the virtual carrier 
sensing known as the request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) to mitigate the hidden terminals and exposed 
terminal problems on wireless medium. These problems are common to multi-hop network [62]. The physical 
carrier sensing is utilized whenever a transmitting node firstly accesses the network. If the bandwidth available 
on a network is above certain value, the network is termed busy and nodes must wait, otherwise, the channel is 
assumed to be idle and the node is free to transmit. As previously mentioned, a virtual carrier sensing makes use 
of a special handshake procedure for channel reservation which is called RTS/CTS mechanism [63]. A carrier 
sensing range that is unsuitable in a network can affect the interference in MANET, therefore causing a higher 
collision probability of a channel. When there is a high collision probability on a network, the overhead of that 
network is affected as well as the whole network of the MANET due to a high demand of network reconnection. 
Therefore, a challenge is posed to the network designer to implement a network that lower the network overhead 
by reducing the level of collision probability using a suitable carrier sensing range. 
In our conceptual framework, to retrieve the available bandwidth on a carrier sense region, the serviceable 
bandwidth is estimated. The serviceable bandwidth is defined as the smallest available bandwidth observed on a 
sensing region. Therefore, Bserv, which is the serviceable bandwidth is estimated as: 
𝐵𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣(𝑖) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛⏟
∀𝑗 𝜖 𝐶𝑖
 (𝐵(𝑗))      
The key idea as regards the bandwidth retrieval process is the use of HELLO message, which is forwarded between 
nodes for connectivity awareness. The HELLO message only advertises to the first-hop range before it aggregates 
to the rest of the hops on a network. The serviceable bandwidth calculation remains accurate because the carrier 
sensing nodes information is aggregated in the packet. This further helps to significantly reduces the overhead 
within a network, since the HELLO packet is over extended instead of flooding the information throughout the 
retrieval range. Therefore, information is obtained one after the other during the network deployment process. We 
present a novel method for estimating the nodes emission capability using the carrier sensing. 
3.2 Measuring the Channel Idle Time Dependency:  
Channel idle time dependency has been proposed in [50], where the author differentiates the BUSY state from the 
SENSE BUSY states, however, the IDLE state caused by an empty queue is yet to be addressed. 
We considered the channel idle time dependency sensed by the sending node and that of the receiving node by 
differentiating the nodes BUSY state from the SENSE BUSY states and IDLE state caused by an empty queue to 
ensure accurate available bandwidth estimation for our admission control. 
A node is said to be in a state of transmission, only if it is currently emitting signals through its antenna. A node 
is said to be in a receiving state if there are nodes transmitting within its transmission range. A node is said to be 
in its sensing state if the medium is sensed busy but there is no receiving frame because the energy is below the 
receiving threshold. A node is said to be in an idle state if it is not transmitting, receiving, or sensing any packet.  
We define the BUSY state as a situation whereby a node is in the state of transmission or receiving, while the 
SENSE BUSY state is defined as a situation whereby a node is in the state of sensing. Any other time apart from 
the sensing time, the node will be in an IDLE state.  
Note that differentiating the SENSE BUSY state from the BUSY state and IDLE state caused by an empty queue 
has not been researched in the literature. Past works such as [54] have always viewed the SENSE busy state and 
the BUSY state as the same. While [50] addressed the differentiation of the SENSE BUSY state from the BUSY 
state, the authors neglected the aspect of regarding the empty queue on a channel as an idle channel time. 
Therefore, differentiating SENSE busy state from the BUSY state and redefining the idle channel time of a station 
to include a time that the MAC queue is empty, allows for the synchronization of the sender and the receiver as 
well as proper available bandwidth estimation. 
4 Conclusion 
This paper reviews the academic literature of available bandwidth estimation methods sand admission control in 
MANET. Also presented in this work are the subdivision of the bandwidth estimation techniques. Active 
technique and passive estimation technique are the two main techniques proposed to estimate the available 
bandwidth for admission control despite different researchers using different names to classify these bandwidth 
estimation techniques. Classification of bandwidth estimation into active and passive technique helps to simplify 
the readers understanding of the bandwidth estimation process for admission control. Active end-to-end available 
bandwidth estimation was thereafter found to introduce extra overhead, affect the accuracy, and degrades the 
network performance of the bandwidth estimation. Therefore, the active bandwidth estimation approach is not the 
best choice for admission control in MANET. We have suggested passive available bandwidth estimation for 
admission control deployment in MANET. Finally, we presented a conceptual framework by proposing a new 
way of carrier sensing measurement and channel idle time dependency measurement. Future work will include 
the evaluation and refinement of the framework using real-world data. 
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